AMERICA’s
Designing Women

A Tradition-Breaking Feminine Trio Who Created
Shipboard Interiors of Warmth, Beauty & Charm
Unlike this anonymous, sharply dressed trio of ladies, Miriam Smyth, Anne Urquhart and
Dorothy Marckwald probably never left their busy Manhattan-based interior decorating
studio to go to the city’s Palisades Vista and wave good bye as the SS AMERICA
departed for Europe. But they undoubtedly heard the beautiful liner’s deep-throated
whistles signal many such departures; a reminder of one of their greatest
accomplishments, the creation of that vessel’s interiors.
When they were selected to create an entire ocean liner’s décor, it was the first time such
an important maritime assignment had been entrusted to a firm of female decorators.
Prior to that landmark event, American passenger ships’ public spaces reflected what is
now often called the pre-World War II ‘stuffy style’ of European passenger liners;
reminiscent of dark-paneled men’s clubs of the late nineteenth century. However, the SS
AMERICA was conceptualized in the art deco period, and that influence was reflected in
both her exterior and especially throughout her interior spaces.
By the late 1930’s, it had become well established that 80% of all steamship bookings
were either decided upon by women or greatly influenced by them. Dorothy Marckwald,
a principal in the firm Smyth, Urquhart and Marckwald, was assigned as team leader,
with Anne Urquhart as her chief assistant for the prestigious task of creating the interiors
for the SS AMERICA; soon to be called the Queen of the American Merchant Marine.

Although their selection was viewed skeptically at first by industry observers, this was
not a big risk. Born in Brooklyn in 1898, Miss Marckwald had studied for three years at
the New York School of Fine and Applied Art following graduation from college and
before joining a well-known Madison Avenue interior decorating firm. There she worked
on multiple public and private design assignments, including several large yachts.
In 1930, Dorothy Marckwald was assigned the creative leadership role at a leading
interior decorating firm in New York City, where she developed warm and inviting
interiors for a quartet of mid-sized ocean liners for Grace Line. Years later, when writing
about that particular experience, she somewhat justified the selection:
“Although the idea of women decorating ships was then quite unheard of, it is not
without reason. For many passengers are women, and no man could ever know as much
about their comfort problems and taste reactions as another woman.”
Grace Line officials had stipulated
that the interior public spaces of
their new vessels resemble a typical
Long Island Country Club. As this
image of one of the vessel’s first
class lounge indicates, Dorothy
Marckwald’s interior decorating
team
certainly
met
their
expectations. Also, the ladies’ shiprelated decorating experience for
Grace Line had included working
closely with the naval architectural
firm of Gibbs & Cox.
William Francis Gibbs, the senior partner of Gibbs & Cox and AMERICA’s chief
designer was an eccentric, demanding and unyielding person who would have proven
impossible to work with, had AMERICA’s Designing Women not previously earned his
confidence, cooperation and support.
In 1937, Dorothy Marckwald and Anne Urquhart, who had also worked on the Grace
Line ships’ interiors, combined their talents and created the firm of Symth, Urquhart and
Marckwald, Inc. Design leadership continued to be Dorothy Marckwald’s forte; ably
assisted by Anne Urquhart. Miriam Symth devoted her time to the firm’s business
aspects, plus she handled some non-maritime assignments.
Less than a year later, following Gibbs & Cox’s selection to be the naval architects for
the new flagship of the United States Lines, the female-dominated firm was invited to
collaborate with the famed structural architectural firm of Eggers & Higgins to create the
interiors for America’s soon-to-be flagship.
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That arrangement was a complex one, but it led to a major departure from past designs of
American-flagged passenger vessels. As Dorothy Marckwald later wrote:
“The United States Maritime Commission awarded us the contract to plan and supervise
the interior decorating and furnishings of the United States Lines’ SS AMERICA. A
supervisory committee was set to coordinate the work. This included representatives from
the Commission, the steamship line, Gibbs & Cox, Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Company, interior architects Eggers & Higgins, and ourselves”.
The two most recently built American liners then in service; the MANHATTAN and the
WASHINGTON featured traditional spaces, such as oak-lined smoking rooms, decorated
with stuffed animal heads and paintings of American Indian life. Dorothy Marckwald
soundly rejected that sort of dated décor and was supported by the supervisory
committee.
“It was appropriately decided that this latest of our passenger ships should distinctly and
completely represent our own national personality. Therefore, a simple, functional,
comfortable American style was decided upon. The interior architects designed the
backgrounds and we proceeded along those lines.”
Her design ideas were in close keeping
with the streamlined look that this preconstruction, artistic impression evoked
for the modern, new ship. Shortly after
the keel for the vessel…not yet named
AMERICA…was laid on August 22,
1938, Dorothy Marckwald and Anne
Urquhart were given preliminary deck
plans for their use.

Utilizing the many drawings provided that
covered ten decks, the two ladies proceeded to
create the interiors for the vessel’s numerous
passenger spaces. This was no small task, for
the number of public rooms was 23, plus there
were 395 staterooms and eight suites. There
were also the crew’s quarters to consider,
public passageways, stairwells children’s
playrooms and even a dog kennel that
required an interior design compatible with
the ocean liner’s overall décor.
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Anne Urquhart took a leadership role in finding and recommending some nineteen famed
artists to the supervisory committee. The creative individuals selected provided murals,
sculptures and other decorative features to compliment the vessel’s interior decorative
treatments. The artists were all either native-born Americans or naturalized citizens.
Color coordination was equally important. Dorothy Marckwald was quoted as saying:
"One thing we don't do on a ship is use color that is at all yellowish green - you know,
anything that will remind a traveler of the condition of his stomach."
Shades of clear blues, greens and reds were employed by the decorators. Most of the
backgrounds were either painted neutral colors or had thin wood veneers applied to steel
bulkheads. Dark, heavy wood paneling, used so extensively in earlier ships, was avoided.
A full-size mock-up of a typical
stateroom was constructed at the
shipyard and completely decorated
and furnished. It was reviewed,
critiqued, revised and finally
approved by the supervisory
committee. Smaller scale models
and isometric sketches like this
one…depicting
one
of
the
suites…were then generated and
subjected to further review.
The result of all this attention to
detail is reflected in this photo of
this particular suite after it was
completed onboard the ship.
The necessary physical features of
the ship’s hull and superstructure
structure complicated the work of
the interior architects and the lady
decorators. But both had already
experienced the unique problems
associated with sea-going vessels’
sheer and camber characteristics.
These structural necessities, not found in buildings and other structures built on land
caused AMERICA’s interior decorators no end of trouble in dealing with decks that
exhibited compound curves. And there were also structural impediments that had to be
worked around…or as in one infamous instance…changed.
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When she first saw the blueprints for the vessel’s grand ballroom, Dorothy Marckwald
was dismayed by the presence of a deep steel girder extending down from the overhead,
and running through the center of the space. At her insistence, this obstacle to her preplanned vision for the ballroom was reluctantly removed from the vessel’s design.
The deck above was instead supported by a series of columns and smaller structural,
web-like members built into the overhead. The center of that web was specified to be left
open; a further complication for the ship’s structural engineers, who nevertheless
managed to come up with a design suitable to all concerned.
The interior decorators, working closely with the interior architectural firm created a low
profile dome over the center of the space. This feature, plus a circular dance floor and the
arrangement of surrounding and supporting columns and curved banquettes, totally
changed the appearance of what was, in actuality a fairly low-ceiling rectangular room.
The ballroom’s colors were white, silver and
light grey. Contemporary styled chairs were a
bright red. The deck surrounding a parquet
dance floor was covered with a rich, deeper
red thick-pile carpet. Everything in this space
devoted to festivity and frivolity satisfied the
decorators’ credo for the AMERICA:
“Fresh and stimulating interiors, essentially
American in body and spirit.”

This ‘sparkling space’ and many
others aboard the AMERICA
reflected a style that had evolved
in the late 1930’s called
American
modernism.
But
there’s a simpler, one-word
descriptive term that can be
applied. That word is elegant.
None was more graceful or
tasteful than the vessel’s more
formal First Class Lounge;
depicted on the following page.
Reminiscent of the lobby of a
grand hotel, this inviting space
was a favorite of seasoned ocean
travelers.
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Two decks high in the center, the First Class Lounge had mezzanine galleries on either
side that ran the length of this large space. The entrance to this subdued setting featured
oversized bronze and glass doors, surrounded by a huge mural that depicted the foliage
and flowers of the Everglades. Indirect lighting was provided throughout this room and
many others onboard the AMERICA.

Four large commodes were placed along the sides
of the lounge, each displaying a bronzed sculpture
that represented a different time of day. Both levels
of the space had huge windows that provided vistas,
port and starboard, of the sea. The mezzanines
provided a quiet retreat from the activities
underway on the main level.
At the aft end of this inviting space, not visible in this photo, was a large stage that also
had a movie screen that could be curtained off behind it. During the day, the lounge was
utilized for a variety of activities, such as card playing and the occasional lecture. Nightly
live entertainment, albeit more subdued than provided in the grand ballroom, was
interspersed with the showing of the latest of Hollywood’s productions.
The decorators thought of everything. A portable alter was provided, which could be
wheeled from its nearby storage locker into the lounge for Sunday divine services.
There were literally hundreds of additional public spaces and staterooms to detail; far too
many to describe here. It all took time, as Dorothy Marckwald later noted:
“Working together, Miss Urquhart and I spent more that a year and a half on this job.”
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Utilizing blueprints, plus a
model of the ship for
inspiration, the sophisticated
Dorothy Marckwald [right] and
Anne Urquhart worked for
months, deciding on every
color, fabric, piece of furniture
and mural or sculpture that
eventually went into the new
liner.
The
results
were
acclaimed as striking just the
right note of modernity and
solid American comfort.
As this late 1930’s institutional
ad indicates, they also utilized
what was then state-of-the-art
in the way of design aides;
scale models of staterooms and
other shipboard spaces to help
visualize how their creations
would appear when built.
“Every piece of furniture was
designed by us for its particular
location, always with the
consideration of comfort and
suitability.”
Most of their furniture designs were turned over to the
W. & J. Sloane Furniture Company, a New York Citybased firm that was headquartered, literally, right down
the street from the studio of Symth, Urquhart and
Marckwald, Inc. Following World War II, when the
AMERICA returned from troop ship service, almost all
of the original furnishings had been removed, so the
decorators and furniture manufacturers reprised their
creations.
Nothing was left to chance. The AMERICA’s stairwell
landings featured signs of the Zodiac. Made of cast,
then polished aluminum, they were the forerunner of
similar items used when the SS UNITED STATES was
built and decorated by AMERICA’s design team.
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The AMERICA’s design also featured a
rubber-based deck covering material that
was utilized in high-traffic areas, such as the
vessel’s several foyers. Decorative designs
were worked into this material, to break up
large expanses of open deck area. Dorothy
Marckwald noted one, in particular:
“An old braided rope display at the
Mariners’ Museum of Newport News
inspired the pattern for the flooring of the
most important foyer.”
These examples of AMERICA’s Designing
Ladies handiwork are typical. To display the
full range of the decorative features they
created would require dozens more
illustrations.
One of their more daring designs
featured a three-panel mural on the
overhead of the ship’s first class
cocktail lounge.
Constantin
Alajalov, a frequent contributor to
the New Yorker magazine placed
more than three hundred figures on
the panels in a wide variety of
typical shipboard scenes. A small
section of one of the panels is shown
on the left; providing a sample of the
many comical characters included.
By the spring of 1940, the
vessel had been launched and
was moored alongside an
outfitting pier at her creators’
shipyard
pier.
Nearly
complete,
structurally,
hundreds of craftsmen toiled
in her many interior spaces to
turn
raw
shipbuilding
materials into a finished
product worthy of any grand
hotel ashore.
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On more than one occasion, the female interior decorating team journeyed…likely by
overnight train…from New York to Newport News to inspect the work in progress.
In the late 1930’s, women were rarely seen on the waterfront of the Newport News
Shipbuilding & Dry Dock Company. Furthermore, going aboard ships under construction
was something ladies almost never did, and for any female to have any direct
involvement in changes to a ship being rushed to completion was unthinkable.
Nevertheless, the interior decorating firm’s distaff principals did just that. In impromptu
meetings with incredulous shipbuilders, held in the midst of the controlled chaos of
compartments’ completion, they insisted on changes to better suit their decorative details.
Having William Francis Gibbs to deal with was one
thing…but imagine the craftsmen’s reaction when two
self-assured ladies, smartly-dressed in the latest of New
York feminine fashion, invaded the domain of the male
shipbuilder. Although not documented as having been
made at Newport News Shipbuilding before the ship’s
delivery, this vintage photo shows Anne Urquhart posing
near the bow of the AMERICA; sporting a chic hat,
wearing pearls and white gloves, and holding what
appears to a rolled-up drawing.
The satisfied look on her face seems to indicate that she
had recently been successful in getting agreement for a
change to some detail of the vessel’s décor. She was once
described as being ‘as delicate as Dresden
china…although much tougher’. Whatever conversation
may have taken place between hard-nosed shipbuilders
and an equally determined female New Yorker lady
working in what was once almost exclusively a man’s
world is not documented. Perhaps for the better…
When the AMERICA was delivered, her interiors received rave reviews. For her maiden
voyage in August of 1940, 775 passengers were embarked. The passenger list included
many dignitaries...and also the names of Miss Marckwald and Miss Urquhart. One can
well imagine their satisfaction in hearing the many ecstatic compliments offered by other
passengers about their creations. When asked what Anne Urquhart's 'secret recipe' was
for the ladies’ successful teamwork, she was quoted as succinctly saying, "No fights."
Dorothy Marckwald ended an article entitled Decorating U.S. Liner America that was
published in February of 1941 with the same simplicity, sophisticated and understated
style that marked her team’s interior decorating accomplishments:
“Naturally, we are very proud to have a share in the acclaim accorded the America.”
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Their maritime design tour de force, installed onboard the AMERICA, remained intact
for less than a year. Much of their creative work was damaged or destroyed when the
liner was hurriedly converted to become a troop transport during World War II. But
happily, following the end of that conflict, the ship returned to Newport News and was
painstakingly restored almost entirely to her original condition. Only a few technical
improvements, such as the addition of radar were added. But the vessel’s interiors were
returned to their exact original condition with few…and minor…exceptions.
The firm of Symth, Urquhart &
Marckwald participated in that
seven-month, multi-million dollar
effort, making sure that their
original choices of color, fabric
and furniture styles were faithfully
reproduced.
Post-war
color
photos, such as this one, further
highlight the grand scale and
sophistication of their original
shipboard creations and the results
of a faithful restoration.
Those interiors remained essentially unchanged throughout the rest of the vessel’s service
life. Trans-Atlantic passengers enjoyed their ambiance until 1964. After being sold
foreign, she was converted to immigrant service between Great Britain and Australia. Her
new owners wisely retained the vessel’s durable interior for the most part.
The handiwork of AMERICA’s Designing Women endured during a lengthy lay-up period
for the vessel, and her timeless interiors were a big factor in a new owner’s decision to
move her from an anchorage in Greece to Thailand to serve as a floating hotel.
Those plans were never fulfilled. Instead, in 1994, while under tow, the ship broke away
during a violent storm and went aground in the Canary Islands. Over time, the former
American flagship broke up. All that remains of the vessel’s interior décor, aside from
some salvaged items, are vintage photographed images.
In parallel with AMERICA’s 1946
restoration
effort,
Grace
Line
commissioned the ladies to create interiors
for nine passenger/cargo vessels. Six of
these ships were built by NNS’ subsidiary
yard in Wilmington, North Carolina. This
illustration of their move towards an even
more modern look appeared in a Grace
Line promotional brochure.
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Dorothy Marckwald and Anne Urquhart continued to create fresh designs for passenger
ships well into the 1950’s. Again working in close cooperation with Gibbs & Cox, Eggers
& Higgins, and Newport News Shipbuilding for the Maritime Commission and United
States Lines, they created ultra-modern interiors for the super-liner SS UNITED STATES
and for two ‘follow-on’ Grace Line passenger/cargo vessels that were completed in 1958.
To some extent, Dorothy Marckwald reprised the
successful interiors of the AMERICA in the UNITED
STATES. But William Francis Gibbs’ inviolate dictate
that only non-flammable materials be used, coupled with
the more modern and at times extreme furniture designs
of the early 1950’s resulted in interiors that seemed less
warm and inviting than those of the AMERICA.
Finding textile hues that would survive fireproofing and
still provide a pleasing look was one problem. The use of
aluminum instead of wood for furniture frames and many
decorative features left the UNITED STATES’
interiors…in the opinion of seasoned passengers…seem
too metallic, cold and somewhat uninviting.
Traditionalists often chose to sail in the AMERICA instead of the ‘Big U’, after the latter
vessel went into service in 1952. Another benefit of their choice to enjoy the more
comfortable interiors of the older vessel was an additional day at sea for those who
believed in the advertising adage that ‘getting there is half the fun’.
But by the end of the 1950’s, no more American ocean liners were being built. Their
services had been usurped by jet aircraft. Symth, Urquhart & Marckwald turned their
attentions to designing interiors for commercial buildings and large residences.
Apparently, when the three principals in the firm either retired or passed away, this
famous female firm of interior decorators simply ceased to exist.
Long retired, Miriam Smyth passed away in 1967 in a Manhattan nursing home just a
block away from her East 66th Street home. She was 85.
Anne Urquhart, called Miss Anne by family and friends, died in her residence in
Newport, Rhode Island on November 28, 1980. She was 79.
After creating unique interiors for several decades, Dorothy Marckwald apparently just
disappeared from public view. No information is readily available about her later life,
except that according to an unconfirmed notation on a Marckwald family genealogy web
site, she passed away in New York in 1984 at age 88.
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But this trio of female interior decorators’ all-AMERICA designs endures in the form of
a large number of photos and isometric drawings; many of which are in color. To help
illustrate why their work was so refreshing, here’s a comparison of a ‘traditional’
smoking room on the MANHATTAN, c. 1932 and a similar space onboard the SS
AMERICA that was created less than a decade later by AMERICA’s Designing Women.
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